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MESSAGE FROM THE MANAGING DIRECTOR
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LOYAC TODAY
Empowering youth has become more essential than ever before since they form the majority stakeholders in
building a more sustainable, peaceful and just world for generations to come. For the past 18 years LOYAC
6 to
35
agents of change at the forefront of sustainable development movement.

Enlightened youth for peace and prosperity.
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empowerment, sustainable development and global peace building inseparable objectives.
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2020 REACH & IMPACT
2020 has been no ordinary year, but a year in which LOYAC evolved to overcome pressing challenges
objectives of skills development, building connections, learning and service delivery, etc. LOYAC has
reached new heights in youth empowerment and capacity building through digitally transforming our
programs and launching new and impactful initiatives.

*

*

*
from LOYAC›s humanitarian projects.

*

Collaborating entities include governmental, private and civic sector institutions that LOYAC has worked

PARTICIPANT DIVERSITY IN ON-SITE & ONLINE PROGRAMS
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LOYAC MODEL

2020 LOYAC PROGRAMS BY AGE GROUP
Faced with the halt of in-person programs due to the spread of COVID-19 pandemic, LOYAC had to pivot
from its set plans, develop new strategies and implement adaptive models, including virtual learning to
continue delivering our programs. In April of 2020, our main programs went through a digital transition and
many new virtual workshops were introduced providing an essential gateway for youth development on a
local and regional level.
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

BOUNDLESS POTENTIAL IN WAKE OF THE PANDEMIC
We believe societies become stronger when its youth are given the
opportunity to develop and contribute. Through LOYAC›s
professional development programs, we strive to empower and
unlock the potential of young students and graduates, thus making

This year, with the global spread of COVID-19 disrupting companies›
operations, forcing thousands to work remotely online, and shaking
up the in-person internship model, LOYAC had to quickly give its
internship structure an intense virtual makeover. LOYAC›s Internship
aim of continuing to help youth develop transferable career skills,
apply their academic knowledge to real-life situations, develop

Conscious of the importance of the industrial sector in improving
employment opportunities for youth and in creating a sustainable

Fares Almostaqbal Workshop during the pandemic in collaboration

launched a series of online professional training workshops to equip
opportunities in the post-COVID world, like the online Essential

training, they are also excited about continuing to leverage technology
to enhance initiatives and make them more accessible and inclusive.
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COMMUNITY SERVICE
RISING TO THE CHALLENGE THROUGH VOLUNTEERING
LOYAC believes that volunteerism is an asset for youth empowerment, as a people-centered approach to achieving
sustainable development and peace. It has the capacity to transform volunteers into active agents of change through
community engagement and action, skills and knowledge exchange, and diverse social networking.
At the heart of the COVID-19 pandemic this year, and in face of curfews, lockdowns and new health and safety

to give back to the community.

and inclusive communities, LOYAC was keen on working with several parties during the pandemic to implement its

remote volunteer opportunities. Trainers volunteered their time to conduct several of LOYAC›s programs and
workshops, like Little Loyacers and MobArt. In addition, volunteers took part in food distribution initiatives to the

to the needs of their local communities amidst the pandemic. This shared sense of responsibility has instilled the
spirit and desire for global togetherness in time of crisis.
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EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING
CULTIVATING FUTURE LEADERS
Impactful leaders have the vision, energy and courage
to drive positive change across countries and
communities, if equipped with the necessary skills and
provided with opportunities and support. As an

to step beyond the boundaries of a traditional classroom
worldwide.
The onset of COVID-19 pandemic and the halt of onyouth communities with immersive experiences that
would enhance their leadership, creativity, resilience
and action-orientation skills. Programs within the
Experiential Learning core area were transitioned onto
the virtual platform, Zoom, and new workshops in this

Furthermore, pivoting to remote delivery of programs

leaders the opportunity to network with local and
international experts and stakeholders. Additionally,
virtual programming provided a vital outlet for exchange
of experiences between youth participants, which
helped in deepening their intercultural leadership and
competency in times of crisis.
EMPOWERING YOUTH IN TIMES OF CRISIS
Because early education and skills enhancement can
have a big impact on life-long behaviors, LOYAC
continued its mission in children's enrichment and
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empowerment as one of its focal areas of
attention during the pandemic by delivering the
Little Loyacers Program in its virtual version. The
program worked on developing the children's
comprehensive capabilities as well as enhancing
their belief that the impact they can have on
planet Earth is crucial.
CONFRONTING GLOBAL CHALLENGES
LOYAC believes in the capability of young leaders
to not only prosper as social entrepreneurs but
impact, which in turn contributes to achieving

by the pandemic this year, LOYAC was
helping youth unlock their potential and develop
innovative business ideas. Thus, LOYAC virtually
Program, which comes in collaboration with
Babson College. The program introduced youth
to Babson's innovative Entrepreneurial Thought
transform their ideas into reality.
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LOCAL EVENTS
2020 BLOOD DRIVE

the campaign – entitled “Your Blood… Their Hope”– was held in
support of children with cancer with an aim to enhance community
solidarity and cohesion and to raise awareness on the importance
of community participation and its vital impact in alleviating the
activities took place during the event to enhance the participation

painting and games, in addition to providing food and drink stalls.

RAMADAN GHABQA

discussions, sharing of volunteer experiences during pandemic, gift draws, etc., in an aim to engage
employees, volunteers and alumni and enhance the relationships between them to embody a spirit of the
family during the Holy month.

“ALL FOR KUWAIT” CAMPAIGN

Ministry of Health, Ministry of Defense, Cooperative
combating the pandemic to secure the safety of the
service during crisis. As part of this campaign, posts of
together in service of the country during the pandemic
were featured on LOYAC's social media accounts.

“PLEDGE FOR HUMANITY” CAMPAIGN
As the world entered a critical phase with the spread of the coronavirus, LOYAC rose to the challenge to rally
its local and regional communities to action and renew their resolve to do their part by launching the online
and Lebanon took an oath upon themselves to help in raising awareness and taking corrective measures to
Approximately 500 participants signed their acknowledgment to comply with the directives dictated in the
pledge.
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MASK CHALLENGE
To boost the COVID-19 prevention awareness and curb
its spread, LOYAC held an online homemade cloth
facemask-making contest. The contest was open for
were encouraged to abide by the instructions provided
when sewing the cloth facemask to ensure it is up to
health and safety standards. Contestants shared photos
of their handmade masks on their social media accounts
and we in turn shared them on LOYAC’s Instagram
account. This initiative inspired many to use their
creativity in making their own facemasks at home.

LOYAC ARABIA

online in a move aimed at motivating youth to adjust to a norm that lacks in-person social
interaction. Through this unique regional program which was broadcasted live on Instagram,
LOYAC aimed at shedding the light on the achievements of its chapters in addition to
experiences and lessons learnt over the course of the pandemic.

TALK OF MEMORIES
In order to get youth out of the prevailing atmosphere of anxiety due to the spread of the Corona virus, and
to encourage the exchange of their experiences amongst the public, LOYAC launched the “Talk of Memories”
program via Instagram Live. The episodes were presented by LOYAC's Executive Board Member, Ms. Fetouh
Al Dalali, who hosted guest speakers from LOYAC's alumni members whom were working in the front lines
in face of the pandemic. The alumni guests spoke about the challenges they faced during the crisis, and
shared their past experiences and memories while participating in LOYAC's programs.

INTERNATIONAL VOLUNTEER DAY
In celebration of International Volunteer Day, LOYAC
hosted a virtual regional event entitled “Together, We
and Lebanon. During the event, volunteers shared
experiences and challenges they faced during the
pandemic and discussed how to make use of technology
as a positive step towards evolution and change in
times of crisis. The event also featured a variety of
activities, including competitions, a talent show and
group discussions about achievements made in
community service during this exceptional year.
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REGIONAL HUMANTARIAN INITIATIVES
2002, LOYAC has been known for its resilience during challenging times and its ability to adapt to
changing and challenging situations. Throughout this exceptional year and in face of a global crisis our
with the support of the local and regional communities, thus emerging stronger and more resilient through
2020

KUWAIT
With the outbreak of Coronavirus and school closures, the quality of the home learning environment became

by the pandemic to the student learning process. The program provided youth of ages 6 to 13 years with
electronic devices and connectivity to access online interactive educational and entertaining resources and

who volunteered their time to help the young children overcome anxiety.
MobArt was originally launched in Lebanon in 2017 with an aim of empowering and equipping women and
children of 65 refugee families residing at the Faour Camp in the Bekaa valley of Lebanon with a craft of
their own through which they can sustain themselves in the future. LOYAC continues to run the program in
Lebanon as it believes that by bridging the gap between refugees and host communities, we create a more
enlightened community for peace and prosperity.

LEBANON
In response to the call of humanity following the tragic explosion at Beirut Port, LOYAC
Campaign to provide urgent and immediate aid to the victims. This initiative came

Through the campaign, 150 homes and an orphanage center that houses 220 children
were rehabilitated. The campaign›s activity expanded beyond the rehabilitation
community, which included over 400 families.

as well as performing and plastic arts. This helped give the youth and children a safe
and artistic space to express their pain and anger in face of this tragic event.

campaign in year 2021 and 2022
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YEMEN

classes that align with Yemen's Ministry of Education curriculum for teaching
Arabic, English, and Math. Moreover, women in Lahij were provided with
artisan employment opportunities through the program's Tailoring Center,
where they work on making handmade and embroidered clothes, bags and
accessories.
Furthermore, LOYAC Yemen initiated "
educational classes, psychological support and recovery of 210 children from
war trauma. Other humanitarian activities in 2020 included distribution of food
and clothes during Ramadan and Eid.

BECOME A MEMBER, AND CONTRIBUTE TO CHANGING THE WORLD
For more than 18 years, LOYAC has fostered peace, engagement, cooperation and understanding within the
Arab World. By supporting our various initiatives, you will help us in furthering our mission in empowering
and connecting emerging leaders to build a better future for us all. This membership will be your investment
in future generations of leaders, professionals, entrepreneurs and activists who will undergo an overall
development process and be prepped to tackle the world’s most critical issues.
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LOYAC AFFILIATES
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BOARD MEMBERS
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES
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EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT
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INSTITUTIONAL COLLABORATION
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STRATEGIC PARTNERS

SPONSORS

THANK YOU TO OUR SUPPORTERS
We are sincerely grateful to the corporations and government entities that believe in our vision and
past 18 years has remained steady with your support.
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